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Contents THE WORLD NEED US!

From our founding year of 2016 to today ; With our 
blockchain-based projects, we have developed 4 projects 
that center trade and aid. They are in order ; Our 
cryptocurrency which is Based on ERC20 ; “intexcoin”. 
‘Acceptance points’ where the payment system ‘’intexpay’’ 
will be used.Initially only’’ intexcoin’’ is  used and many 
currencies can be used in the future, open to advanced 
architecture, c2c marketplace  ‘intexplace’ and, with 
the realization of our projects, ‘’intexcharity’’, which will 
provide sustainable life support for the homeless in the 
first place.

While all of these projects will benefit both the growth and 
earnings of the community, it will also enable us to realize 
sustainable activities for homeless people with the support 
of our community, which is intexcharity volunteers. In 
our opinion, perhaps the most important of our projects 
is intexcharity aimed at reducing homelessness and 
poverty. It is open to the free participation of all who wish. 
Intexharity has the potential to be a model for ideas and 
suggestions such as the World Citizenship Salary, which is 
very popular today.

Automation systems, artificial intelligence technology, 
and Paradigm Shift which becomes more evident with 
Covid-19;

Since the early days when we started this journey; We 
had some goals and predictions for today. But in these 
predictions; Of course, there was no prediction that there 
would be a global epidemic and that we would be trapped 
in our homes to survive. With this situation, which is an 
important test for our civilization, we have seen how 
important our work is and how many people will keep 
them in life when our solutions are implemented.

 We do not claim to have found the best solutions. We 
adapted proven ideas to blockchain and created an 
ecosystem that is very effective and open to development.

 While we feel sorry for the process and the people we 
lost, on the other hand, we have contributions to the 
new norm; which gives us strength and energy to help us 
overcome difficulties.

Intexcoin
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER 
Nothing in this white paper provides legal, financial, 
business or tax advice, and you should consult your own 
legal, financial, tax or other professional advisors before 
taking any relevant action. Neither Intexglobal nor any 
member of the project team or any third party service 
provider can be held responsible for any damage or 
loss that may be incurred by accessing this promotional 
document, directly or indirectly, or accessing the project 
website or other materials published by Intexglobal. This 
white paper is for general information purposes only and 
does not mean a prospectus, offer document, securities 
offer, investment request or any sale of any product, 
project or asset (digital or otherwise). The information in 
this white paper may not be comprehensive or contain any 
contractual relationship elements. There is no guarantee 
of the accuracy or integrity of such information, or any 
representations, warranties or commitments regarding 
the accuracy or integrity of such information. This white 
paper also includes information from third-party sources, 
and the Intexglobal team has not independently verified 
that this information is correct or complete. There is no 
guarantee of the accuracy or integrity of such information, 
or any representations, warranties or commitments 
regarding the accuracy or integrity of such information. 
This white paper does not intend to sell anything of any 
Intexglobal team member and make any investment 
decision. Nothing in this white paper can be used as 
a commitment or statement to represent the Whole 
Network in the future. While reading this white paper, you 
will agree to the following:

 1.You acknowledge and understand that Intexcoin 
may have no value, and that there is no guarantee of 
Intexcoin’s value or liquidity at all.

 2.No Intexglobal and its affiliates or members 
of the Intexglobal team are responsible for the value, 
transferability, liquidity of Intexcoin and any third party 
market provided for Intexcoin.

 3.In any Intexcoin purchase decision you 
understand and agree that you should not trust any of the 
statements in this white paper.

 4.You understand and accept that you are 
responsible for your mutual funds.

 5.If you are a citizen, resident (taxpayer or other), 
or green card holder of a country that does not recognize 
Intexcoin or investment products in accordance with laws, 
decrees, regulations, treaties or administrative processes, 
you understand and agree that you are not allowed to 
participate in Intexcoin purchase activities and that you 
are responsible. The original broker or it’s team will not 
make any representations, warranties or commitments to 
any legal entity or individual.

Intexcoin users should carefully consider all risks and 
uncertainties associated with Intexcoin sales (including 
financial and legal risks and other uncertainties) and 
accept all possible results.

The information contained in this white paper is for the 
promotion of the projects only and is not legally binding. 
The contents of this white paper and all statements, 
interviews and verbal statements in press releases or 
anywhere (including explanations about intentions, 
beliefs or current expectations about market conditions, 
business strategies and plans, financial status, special 
provisions and risk management practices). Given that 
these statements contain known and unknown risks, 
uncertainties, and other factors that may lead to actual 
future results that differ from the forward-looking 
statements mentioned above, we recommend that you do 
not rely too much on these forward-looking statements.

Whitepaper information is updated only to the Whitepaper 
date and Intexglobal and its team are not responsible 
for forward-looking statements and events after the 
Whitepaper update (whether explicit or implied). This 
white paper can be translated into other languages. 
In case of contradictions or uncertainties between the 
translated versions, the English version will prevail.

No part of this promotional document may be reproduced 
or distributed without Intexglobal’s prior written consent. 
You acknowledge in advance all the responsibilities arising 
from all such unauthorized reproduction and distribution 
activities.
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COMPANY INFORMATION; 
IntexGlobal Internet LTD. STİ               
Establisment: January 2016  / Izmir – Turkey  
Kordon Tax Office. 
Tax Number: 4780555958 
Trade Record Number: 186186 
MERSIS Number: 9658274712754670 
Pakistan July 2017 / Islamabad - Pakistan

Future Goals: After the 4th quarter of 2020, American and European headquarters of our company will be established.

Web site’s and Portal :  www.intexcoin.io | www.intexpay.io | www.intexcharity.org  | www.intexplace.io

IntexGlobal Internet LTD. STI.  
Using blockchain and internet technologies at the beginning, making profit both with its commercial projects; is a 
community of international companies that produce sustainable, non-profit solutions for social and environmental issues.

Our vision and objectives;

By establishing a new ecosystem based on trust, community strength and economic freedom, to ensure the valuation 
of our cryptocurrency, Intexcoin, and to make it a reliable currency used all over the world. In addition, we aim to fulfill 
our responsibility to our world by realizing Intexcharity, a large and sustainable life support project that covers other 
currencies besides Intexcoin.

In order to achieve our goals; we are doing and developing all processes, including projecting and software, in our own 
structure. We also collaborate with many partners and developers who bring alternative ideas and suggestions to achieve 
stronger and bigger goals.

About Us
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Humanity has made great progress until today. However, with the development, it has now produced major problems 
that are close to almost impossible to solve. And it keeps producing. Humanity; With its current functioning, it is not only 
its own line; it also jeopardizes the entire life cycle. It has led to the extinction of many living species, destruction of nature 
and disruption of its life cycle. With the common opinion of almost everyone and the common diagnosis of scientists, 
we see that we are about to come to an end, and we are even experiencing this situation with anxiety. There is no 
sustainable solution proposal regarding climate change, extinct species, wars, energy and clean water problem, nutrition 
and agriculture problem, increasing unemployment due to technological development and how to solve social problems. 
(robotic technology, autonomous systems and artificial intelligence, etc.) From this point of view, the situation is pretty 
dire.

When we look at these problem areas and their relationship and causality with each other, the point we have reached 
is; money and it’s devastating effects.Even though money is shown as the main source of all evil, the problem is not in 
the money itself. Problem; it is the waste of unsustainable resources that the world has come to, giving it this destructive 
feature, and the ambition to have profit and power fueling the frenzy of consumption. As it is known, fiat coins (dollars, 
euro, lira) are produced under the control of states. Who will produce how much is again planned in the big economy.  
Money printing for the last century is now unrequited and based solely on trust. A planning can no longer be mentioned. 
With the pandemic, this unsustainable situation came to light.

The economic size of the world is about 350 trillion dollars. This figure is more than enough for 8 billion people. 
Unfortunately, this is not the case. Half of the world’s economic size is in the hands of 10%, while the remaining half is 
90%. This distorted distribution constantly puts the world into global crises; leading to war and regional problems.

People are now living under the bondage of money and have lost their freedom and self. This situation also brings with it 
crime and social explosions. This is the most basic and quick problem that should reach a fair solution.

Intexglobal makes an important contribution,  to solving this ball of problems for a fair and well-needed humanity that we 
all should have.

The problem concerns us all, and the solution of it will be with the contributions of all of us.

We will consider the problem in three main axes.

Problem
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We will consider the problem in three main axes.

1) The general state of the blockchain ecosystem 
2) The problem of the cryptocurrency ecosystem 
3) Problems In Aid And Donation Activities;

 1.GENERAL STATE OF THE BLOCKCHAIN ECOSYSTEM

A problem cannot be mentioned for Blokchain, but perhaps it can be criticized that it is not aimed at more daily life. With 
its approximately 12-year history, Blockchain brings an important and unshakable solution to the problem of trust in 
many areas. However, complex work focused on infrastructure solutions was discovered to be solved in decentralized 
structure and consensus. But thanks to the very valuable and superior features of blockchain technology such as cost 
savings, quality and safety; the real potential for products to emerge in many areas has not yet been noticed. When we 
consider the causes of this situation, perhaps the main reason is that; Blockchain technology is overshadowed by BTC, the 
first cryptocurrency in the industry.

Unfortunately, the change of this situation is progressing slowly due to the development of the market. We can explain 
this with an analogy. Honey; is just a product of bee. However, the bee; It is indispensable for the continuation of life. 
Blockchain technology; represents bee in this relationship. Honey represents cryptocurrencies.  The situation underlying 
the problem is; the vast majority is focused only on honey. As a technology, Blockchain is undoubtedly innovative and 
revolutionary with great opportunities; it creates a revolutionary creative effect in many areas and thus a positive 
evolution. As Intexglobal, we surely welcome this destructiveness withaffirmation. History has repeatedly shown us the 
irresistible destructiveness of the new in these times of change and transformation. We are aware that our future will 
change similarly thanks to blockchain. As Intexglobal, while we are determining the content of the problem ; We would 
like to point out that we are more focused on the lack of blockchain technology in its uses and possible solutions than 
technical problems such as code and network security. Thousands of experts are making efforts to make blockchain 
technology more functional and more advanced.  Thanks to these valuable efforts, direct user-oriented solutions like us 
create a reliable background. As a result, it is already time to save Blockchain technology from the shadow of only one 
product, cryptocurrencies, and dazzle in its own light. 

Intexglobal, as an ecosystem of solutions for the areas in life; It makes a significant contribution to transform Blockchain 
into a solution tool that touches everyone.
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 2.THE PROBLEM OF THE CRYPTOCURRENCY ECOSYSTEM

The main problem of cryptocurrencies; Despite the use of money in their names, they are unable to act like a money. 
Even though they are not used in shopping and commerce even though there are thousands of cryptocurrencies, it is a 
big problem alone.

The money of the internet should have been used at least in the internet trade. It is a clearly known fact that 
cryptocurrencies acting with buy-sell only on crypto exchanges cannot have a future. This situation is also a risk for 
exchanges. Unfortunately, cryptocurrencies, which have turned into a tool to make the dream of getting rich the shortest 
way, make the entire ecosystem unsafe. A sustainable solution cannot be produced in environments where there is no 
trust or decreasing.

• Besides the trust and change paradigm brought by blockchain technology, it is an important problem that 
cryptocurrencies turn into such an unreliable and manipulative product.

• Although cryptocurrencies are not inflationists, the most important difference from the nominal money produced by 
states is that the most common cryptocurrencies that experience depreciation of up to 90% in short periods are among 
the main problems for the ecosystem.

• Moreover, despite the fact that cryptocurrencies are an alternative to the current monetary system and even an axis 
correction administration, this situation that it is in now is an important and pending solution.

• Transformation of cryptocurrency exchanges into a manipulative environment is also one of the main problems. This 
is a major obstacle for the ecosystem to mediate and produce solutions that touch life. How will a stock market full of 
untreated cryptocurrencies survive and sustain in a competitive market? It is important to reposition exchanges about 
this problem.

• It is another problem of cryptocurrencies, which is produced by saying that ‘’they are producing solutions’’ and in truth 
they does not actually have any effect is a sad reality.

Negative results of cryptocurrency mining;

• The idea of mining was perceived as a fair and beautiful solution in the early years. But today, this is the case; turned 
into a big, destructive ball of trouble. We predicted this situation 5 years ago.

• Designed for an ecosystem that is decentralized and can be attended by everyone; it’s become a race where big miners 
and hardware manufacturers make a definite profit. As a result, the lack of centralization; Over the years, we’ve been 
watching together how it’s lost. This also led to a number of risks, such as a 51% attack on blockchain networks. Many 
parts, the prices of which increased as a result of demand for the equipment, brought an extra burden and problem to 
the market. It has become extremely dangerous with mountains consisting of broken devices and huge environmental 
impact for our world.

• Another important reason why cryptocurrencies cannot turn into a payment instrument is; is that miners turn to 
cryptocurrencies with higher commission rates or more valuable. Therefore, transfer times are prolonged; sometimes it 
takes hours or even days. 
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If we give an example; You have eaten your meal and you have to wait tens of minutes to pay your money at the 
checkout. Think about how devastating this problematic situation can turn into a problem.

• One of the main unforeseen problems with mining is; is an increasing energy need with each passing day. This need 
came to such a level that; Over time, it exceeded the total energy needs of many countries. The fact that some miners 
who want to reduce their costs continue these activities in illegitimate ways ( like using the computers in our homes , 
using the computers in the universities or even using the supercomputers etc ) makes the sector disreputable.

With the new crypto money production methods, environmentally friendly and low energy vehicles are being developed. 
The current situation, however, is a major problem for the ecosystem. More than 159 countries spend energy just for 
Bitcoin mining; The energy consumed by countries such as Ireland, Croatia, Serbia, Slovakia and Iceland has already 
passed. On the African continent, only 3 countries consume more electricity than bitcoin. These are Egypt, South Africa 
and Algeria. Not only African countries, bitcoin consumes more electricity than Ecuador, Puerto Rico and North Korea. 
Power Compare states that the annual estimated electricity consumption of bitcoin is 29.05 TWh, which is equal to 
0.13 percent of the world’s total electricity requirement. If Bitcoin miners come together, they may be the 61st most 
consuming country in the world in terms of electricity consumption. By the exponentially increasing energy need, in 
February 2020, it will be more than all of the world’s energy needs. Another interesting research result of Power Compare 
is that this energy requirement spent so far is worth 1.5 billion dollars at the lowest cost.
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 3. PROBLEMS IN AID AND DONATION ACTIVITIES

The general situation of the donation sector and the problem of trust;

According to the data announced in the last four years we examined; While the rate of trust in aid organizations 
decreased in 45% of the society, it increased only in 5% as general.

Looking at the results of social studies, against aid organizations; They stated that their trust decreased when they did not 
act financially, did not adhere to their values and could not show a significant effect. 62% of the people who experience 
loss of trust; They state that the aid organizations’ reputation problems arising in the media and other social channels, 
wrong business policies, spending fund  distribution to the organization expenses rather than aid, and finally, their trust 
decreased when they were of a different character than they showed.

Another big reason covering 60% of the trust problem; It is stated that a large part of the aid amounts of the 
organizations are lost within the establishment expenses (salaries, rents, logistics, promotion, maintenance, etc.) and as a 
result they do not have sufficient effect. Unfortunately, the situation of reassurance does not change in charity activities 
formed by official charities, private institutions, foundations and religious communities.

When the events are approached through the eyes of the donor, this means supporting an institution they cannot trust 
and staying alone with a feeling of being stuck between his conscience. Unfortunately, very large aid organizations are 
unfortunately unable to achieve the expected effect. Even if we put aside the costs of access to aid with its operational 
and personal expenses, the uncontrollable situation in the large structure causes great misconduct. As a result, “help” 
as a case will always experience these problems regardless of whether it is private or institutional due to its current 
structure and functioning mechanism. The solution basically requires paradigm shift. You cannot go to a different address 
by following the same path.

Collecting and distributing donations with traditional methods brings 
important problems.

Donation collection costs Lost donation funds Bank fees

Reach speed of donationsDonation planning for needs

Security and privacyEnvironmental and corporate pressures

Donations not reaching the people

No transparency and tracking

Competition with trade
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Individual Donation and Philanthropy

Donation and philanthropy roles vary from country to country. The cultural structure of societies, socio-economic levels, 
social welfare, state models and taxation rules are the most important factors in this differentiation. However, despite 
all this differentiation, the concept of donation appears in two forms: individual aid and public benefit foundations. 
When we look at the adult population of the donations made to GDP ratio in the country, the US is 1.5%, while in 
European countries this rate is 0.2%, and remains at 0.06% in Turkey. It is remarkable that Switzerland, Sweden and the 
Netherlands, whose GDP is higher than other European countries, are at the end. Although the donor adult population 
in these countries is high, the ratio of donation to GDP remains low. The most important reason for this is that social 
inequality in these countries is relatively low compared to other countries. As a result, more social inequality in a country 
or region and more exposure to vulnerable people is one of the most important factors for the rise of social solidarity. 
Among the primary reasons for Europeans to donate are social welfare, international assistance and religious factors. 
Although these vary from country to country, these three factors enable people to choose which institution to donate. 
International and humanitarian aid are seen as the primary priority in Germany, Belgium and Sweden. However, the 
increase in social welfare is the top priority for France and Spain’s vulnerable citizens. In England and the Netherlands, 
religious factors take precedence. Donors make their donations according to these perspectives. Advantages such as tax 
cuts  provided by the government in Europe encourage donations and people.
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Foundations and charities working in the public interest;

While there are around 100,000 foundations in the USA, there are about 107,000 public benefit foundations in the 
European countries where the investigation is conducted. (There are close to 130,000 foundations across Europe.) The 
foundation has a total of 3,320 units in Turkey. Germany ranks first with 19,150 institutions. Poland is in the second place 
with 15,778 institutions and Spain with the number of 14,196 institutions in the third place. Charities in Europe are on 
average 20 to 30 years old. The number of foundations and charities increased rapidly with some legal and economic 
reforms and laws enacted in 2000s in the mentioned European countries. Throughout Europe, 30 foundations fall for 
every 100,000 people as evidence of philanthropy and donation. However, it should not be forgotten that this figure 
varies according to countries and regions within countries. For example, there are only 6 foundations per 100,000 people 
in France. This figure lags far behind the average figures. Likewise, there are obvious differences in east and west in 
Germany. We can say that many factors such as the development times of the foundation sector in the countries and the 
social economic levels of the regions played a role in the differentiation of this distribution. The total value of the public 
interest foundations and capitals of the foundations in the European countries examined is 426 billion Euros. Annual 
expenditure totals of public benefit foundations in the countries studied are estimated at 54 billion Euros. The priority of 
foundations in Europe is generally health expenditure.
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The negative impact of aid on local and regional trade:

It is known that big charities, including Unesco, are competitors to the trade in places where aid is provided with 
occasional aid. Negative effects of local trade and naturally competition cause great reactions. Even this shows that 
a permanent and sustainable solution cannot be achieved with today’s understanding of aid. For example, before a 
global aid organization takes aid to an area in Africa, it receives preliminary information from the field agents on how 
assistance should be.Then, in line with this information, needs and costs are planned. Then, how and with whom the 
assistance will be delivered is planned. If all goes well, even the first party will take months to get help. When help 
arrives on the field, a bigger problem arises, which is a security problem. 

There are many situations in collective aid that lead to unsolvable problems. It is the community that receives help 
to feel themselves under pressure in many political, religious and similar matters. Regardless of the form of the help, 
unfortunately feelings of dependence and helplessness in the individuals and communities in need of help cause 
mental problems and many social problems. Many institutions, from universities to the world health organization, are 
struggling to heal these wounds, but since they do not find a solution at the source of the problem, all the problems that 
continue to arise and continue are increasing. With this pandemic, this bad situation has once again manifested itself 
with all its nudity. The solution to this problem has not been achieved yet.

Generally; It is necessary to understand the basic paradigm and functioning errors of the world trade volume reaching 
350 trillion dollars to the problems deepening with poverty and especially with the pandemic. Problem; It is not an act of 
helping but increasing areas that need help day by day. The existing aid mechanism; it is not functional enough. While 
the number of aid programs that Unesco canceled because it could not receive the funds, the number of people who 
need help continues to increase exponentially. This situation must change radically. The solution to this bad trend has 
not been found yet.

What is so striking and so sad is the statement of the President of the United Nations. It is a painful fact that more than 
30% of the $ 193 billion aid fund collected has been destroyed for various reasons and that there are terror, piracy, 
transportation and planning errors. As can be understood from all these details, it is an urgent need for a radical change 
in the field of aid with a new paradigm.
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In line with our targets, we started to establish the main backbone by taking a first step in 2016 by designing a new 
ecosystem for the problems that need to be solved. We have been developing and operating the entire intexchain 
ecosystem in harmony for about 5 years. Intexglobal LTD has reached a series of solutions that we all need by combining 
the methods that it has developed and has proven itself from past to present. We begin to present our contribution to 
how to solve the problems we mentioned at the beginning.

We will deal with solution subjects separately, just like in the problem section. With this method, we will explain our 
solutions according to their internal operations and hierarchies, just like in problem areas. By gathering all our projects 
under our INTEXCHAIN ecosystem, we will reach a powerful solution tool that complements each other and establishes a 
symbiotic relationship.

The main topics of our solutions, which we will explain in order, are as follows;

INTEXCOIN: It is the cryptocurrency of our entire Intexchain ecosystem. It is the basic money solution of our community. 
Produced on the ERC20-Ethereum based blockchain main network. We will present the details in the INTEXCOIN header. 

INTEXPAY: It is a payment solution. Intexcoin will be used in the first place. In the future, we will be able to add other 
cryptocurrencies, and we will discuss the payment solutions of our ecosystem under the heading of INTEXPAY header. 

ACCEPTANCE POINTS: We will examine our traders and vendor using Intexcoin as a method of payment, and their details 
as Acceptance Points in the ACCEPTANCE POINTS header. 

INTEXPLACE: It is our e-commerce portal. It is the first trading platform using Intexcoin. It is our internet based solution 
where our ecosystem will trade 24 hours a day. We will transfer the details under the header INTEXPLACE. 

INTEXCHARITY: It is our world’s first trade-based life support platform, where assistance is transferred to those in need 
directly and based on sustainability. This platform, where we will provide solutions to homeless people in the first place, 
is a first in its field with its transparent and instantly traceable structure. We will present the details in the INTEXCHARITY 
header. 

Solution
With our blockchain-based trade-based projects, we are launching 
sustainable solutions to reduce inequality, hunger and poverty in the 
World.
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“WE ARE BUILDING THE CURRENCY OF OUR FUTURE FROM TODAY.”

INTEXCOIN is a cryptocurrency created using the ETHERIUM-ERC20 INFRASTRUCTURE. Intexcoin is the main and unifying 
element of all projects of Intexglobal. Intexglobal will continue to support Intexcoin with new projects as well as existing 
projects to make its life cycle sustainable and continuous.

Why was it produced and what is its function? ;

It is the only cryptocurrency that the user can both trade and earn spiritual earnings by helping others while making 
profit. It is also an investment tool that will profit its investors. Intexcoin is a currency that benefits humanity wherever it 
is used. It is a currency in which all users can carry out activities to keep the ecosystem alive for economic freedom and a 
sustainable life.

For intexcharity, the most important solution of our ecosystem, we had to produce a model and prove its functionality in 
the first place. This necessity is the most basic element in making our own currency. In addition, we could not make the 
technical integrations we would need with a currency that was outside of our control for the continuous support project 
for help. A digital asset that is open to development is one of the most important solutions in terms of the operation of 
the project.

Is there a limitation in possessing Intexcoin ?; Users have the right to have and transfer as much intexcoin as 
they wish. This is a natural imperative for trade to occur. The voluminous trade to be made with a limitation could be 
interrupted. Intexcoin will be used as a coin and there will be no restrictions on its users. In this way, we will be able to 
attract large communities to our ecosystem.

Intexcoin
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Intexpay
With Intexpay, users will be able to use the products and 
services they wish in registered merchants in their needs using 
intexcoin and then other cryptocurrencies. Users can easily 
access the products and services they need by accessing a list 
of traders in their location with the merchant map on Intexpay. 
This feature will positively contribute to the business of traders 
and support the growth of our community. For now, we have 
withdrawn our testing applications for improvements. We are 
currently running renewals and updates to add ERC20 based 
intexcoin. Upon completion of the processes, current versions 
will be uploaded to apple store and google play.

In this way, they can be used both in our existing traders and 
in all our traders to be added in the process and in coffee 
vending machines. QRcode and RFID cards will be able to 
pay at intexcoin acceptance points. Commissions deducted 
from all expenditures and transfers made with Intexpay will 
be automatically transferred to the Intexcharity pool. For all 
transactions, 2% commission will be deducted and 80% of 
this commission will be transferred to intexcharity and the 
remaining 20% to the intexglobal ltd wallet as a service fee and 
income. In addition, those who wish on intexpay will be able to 
donate to intexcharity.

Intexpay will be open to new and private donation organizations 
and will be able to start new donations. All donation projects 
will use intexcoin as a starting point. According to the growth 
and demands of the ecosystem, BTC and other cryptocurrencies 
will be added to intexpay. 2% service commission will be taken 
from new donation organizations and 80% commission will 
be transferred to intexcharity and the remaining 20% will be 
transferred to the account of intexglobal ltd as income.
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Intexplace
Intexplace opened in May 2016. It is the first shopping portal in the C2C infrastructure where secure trade is done using 
only cryptocurrency. The sale of tens of thousands of products and services with more than 1000 virtual shops took place 
in the secure trading environment offered by intexplace.

Pandemic brought many trades and businesses to it’s finishing points. It pointed out that trading on the internet would 
further develop as a necessity. In the future, it will be an e-commerce portal where many different currencies can be used 
by adding some reliable cryptocurrencies and country currencies such as Bitcoin and Ethereum on Intexplace.

INTEXPLACE REVENUE MODEL;

Starting fee will be charged in various categories according to the usage requests from the virtual stores to be opened by 
the sellers. 10% commission will be charged from the sales. 70% of these commissions will be transferred automatically 
to intexcharity and the remaining 30% will be transferred to the intexglobal LTD wallet as income. Intexplace virtual shop 
subscription will be charged at certain periods just like similar platforms. In addition, ads will be added to the portal and 
additional revenues will be provided. Intexplace has a modular structure. Traders who wish will be able to increase their 
special campaigns and sales by purchasing these modules.

Starting Trading at Intexplace; Users who will sell the product must be a member of Intexplace first. They can rent their 
virtual stores by choosing the time they want to trade (such as 1 month, 3 months, 6 months and 12 months). Trade 
begins after payment confirmation. After the membership approval, they can open their virtual store using a name 
and logo of their choice. They will upload all descriptions and images of the product they will sell to their virtual stores. 
They will be required to enter all data regarding cargo, and delivery from the very beginning. For now, they can only sell 
with intexcon. They will be able to freely choose which currency they will sell in the future or how much they will use 
cryptocurrencies proportionally. With the new features to be developed, intexplace will be an important tool in the sector.

Buying products from Intexplace; Users in the receiving position can freely browse the portal before shopping. When 
they want to shop, they have to be a member of the intexplace. For shopping, they will be able to put their products 
and services into their baskets by using the search engine on intexplace or browsing through stores. will complete their 
purchases by performing payment transactions with Intexcoin. With many cryptocurrencies and government money that 
we plan to add in the future, we will attract large audiences to the intexplace.

How is safe trade (ST) done?

As it is known, all cryptocurrencies work one-way. Because of these features, they are used in trading, either at the 
acceptance points, which are the only vendor, or in virtual stores that are also the only vendor. We have developed 
an important solution in this regard. In this way, we achieved a first by applying GET both at reception points, vending 
machines and on intexplace. By building our investors intexcoin wallets in our portal, we have created an infrastructure 
just like a bank. Traders and buyers can create personal wallets on the Portal and use as many intexcoin as they wish.

When the buyer wants to buy a product using intexcoin, the price of the product he wants to buy is checked by the 
system and blocked as much as the price of the product he wants to buy. After the product is paid by the buyer, the 
product is delivered to the user by the seller. After the buyer approves the system that the shopping is completed, the 
commission to be transferred to the intexglobal commission and intexcharity, is deducted from the money held in the 
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payment pool and the price of the product is automatically transferred to the seller account. In addition to the transaction 
fee arising from the purchases made on the intexplace, they can also make donations as much as they wish to the 
charities they have chosen upon the request as the buyer and seller. In this way, direct donation is transferred to people 
in need of help through intexcharity. Intexplace is not only a trading portal but also an important part of a large and 
sustainable donation system. Intexplace is a first in the blockchain ecosystem with its SEC (Secure E-Commerce) system 
and donation cycle.
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Acceptance Point
Our acceptance points are one of the most important pillars of the 
intexchain ecosystem. In this way, intexcoin will become a part of our 
daily life by performing its function as a coin. Commissions obtained 
from the trade to be created thanks to our acceptance points will be 
transferred directly to intexcharity, a part of our ecosystem, and a 
continuous life support will be provided to those in need. We will also 
share your business promotion and location information on our web 
pages and in our payment tool, intexpay. In this way, we will create an 
important opportunity for our traders to gain new customers.

Intexcoin acceptance points have been created in many countries and 
their number is increasing day by day. Traders who want to be the 
point of acceptance will create their wallets by registering for free via 
the intexcoin portal. They will stick the stickers they have downloaded 
from our portal to their visible locations (such as doors, showcases, 
etc.).

A registered trader will be able to join our trade pool by filling out the 
mandatory fields such as country, location and service content, web 
address, transportation and contact information via the portal. In 
this way, intexcoin owners will have access to the information about 
where and which merchant they need, on the intexcoin portal and on 
intexpay.

For payments made from all acceptance points, the product price will 
be transferred to the merchant. 80% of all transaction commissions to 
be received as service providers will be transferred to intexcharity and 
the remaining 20% to intexglobal company as income.

Sample commission distribution; $1.6 of the $2 to be taken as a 2% 
commission from a $100 trade will be transferred to the intexcharity 
pool and $0.4 in revenue to intexglobal ltd. In this way, while the 
intexcharity pool fills up 
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Merchant agreements;

These agreements will be made in two ways, standard and private. Standard 
agreement is to ensure that all payments made through intexpay are determined at 
a service cost.

Our aim with the special agreement is to increase the commission rate in the 
standard agreement depending on volunteering. In this way, more benefits and 
needs in donations to Intexcharity will be able to bring more help to the people who 
are in need.

With these agreements, it is to determine a service fee that will be collected from 
all trade payments to be made using Intexpay. This is an agreement similar to the 
commissions that banks receive with Visa Master. Agreements will not create any 
additional costs apart from determining the commission fees to be charged. The 
merchant can withdraw from these agreements unilaterally at any time.

Become an Intexcoin acceptance point and intexcharity member

Joining is free

There is no extra
device cost

Ease of contactless
payment with qr

code system

internet connection
is enough to get

payment

Your brand is listed on our website to
contribute to your brand awareness

Reach potential new customers

Be part of a worldwide charity project

For detailed information and to participate
www.intexcoin.io/acceptancepoints.html
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Vending Machines
At the vending machines of partner companies will be able to purchase 
products with intexcoins by using QRcode and RFID card and the service 
fee to be taken from these points will be 2%. 70% of this service fee will 
be automatically transferred to intexcharity and 30% to the intexglobal 
wallet. The location information of the vending machines will be 
accessed through the intexpay merchant map and the intexcoin portal, 
and the ease of use and spending will be provided.

What does Nayax integration mean? Thanks to our solution, coffee 
can be obtained via intexpay using both RFID card and QCODE using 
intexcoin.  In this way, wherever coffee is sold in the world, Nordic Drink 
takes all its earnings into their wallet instantly without time and bank 
constraints.

Nayax is a technology that can be used almost anywhere where 
payment solution is required. It is a company with global solutions 
regardless of the sector. With Nayax, the main partner in payment 

solutions, we successfully resolved Nordic Drinks’ coffee sales on vending machines with intexcoin. We drank our coffees 
by paying with an RFID card that we made as a demo, which works just like a credit card and using intexcoin by touch / 
pay method. Perhaps this solution was a first as a method in the world.

With this integration, we got the opportunity to prove the strength of our infrastructure once again by participating in this 
large backbone, which is a solution partner in visa and mastercard. This cooperation has also made the infrastructure 
for them to trade with intexcoin in our new partners. Wherever they are in the world, all our partners who will integrate 
into the intexcoin ecosystem will now have the convenience of getting their after-sales money in their intexcoin wallets 
instantly, without a bank and time constraint.
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Intexcoin ATM’s 
Necessary negotiations were held with Generalbytes, the world’s largest cryptocurrency ATM manufacturer. Intexcoin 
will be integrated into all ATMs produced by Generalbytes. Also, if we demand, intexcoin ATMs will be produced in the 
design we want and installed in locations we deem appropriate. Thanks to ATMs, cryptocurrencies will provide access 
to cryptocurrencies just like banks. Intexglobal will increase such integrations in the future and we will also implement 
new and easy solutions in line with the needs of our ecosystem.

For this purpose, we have completed the intellectual and technical background of a project that we have kept secret. 
We can already foresee that our community will expand when we bring our idea to life.
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Intexcharity
The world’s first direct aid project which provides aid
With IntexcharIty, we reach directly to the needy.

As a result of your shopping on the Intexcoin e-commerce platform intexplace.io or the purchases you made on vending 
machines and acceptance points with intexpay, the transaction fees are transferred directly to the Intexcharity donation 
platform without any interruption and the donations accumulated on the platform at the end of the day are sent to all 
intexcoin wristbands.

Wristband owners can shop at vending machines and acceptance points with intexcoins accumulated in their wristbands. 
Transaction fees resulting from this purchase are transferred to the donation platform and this cycle continues 
continuously. Apart from this cycle, the support from donors will gather in the Intexchrity pool and expand our aid 
capacity.

In addition, intexcharity, which is open to the contributions  of donors, will grow depending on the valuation and use of  
intexcoin, and will be a powerful tool in solving an important  social problem. RFID wristbands will be used in intexcharity, 
which has a very simple operation, due to the ease of use and installation. Depending on the development of the 
opportunity and technology, new tools will be included. With RFID wristbands, intexcoin within the daily limits and as 
much as the part spent will be sent automatically to those in need from the intexcharity pool.

In this whole process, there is no sharing of information between the recipient and the issuer, except for the distribution 
of the wristband, and will remove the honorary and social pressures on the receiving. Thanks to the intexchain 
ecosystem, the parallel approach with the UN’s 17-item targets will be provided by contributing to the continuation and 
development of regional trade, thanks to the intexchain ecosystem, in the continuation of assistance and in meeting 
personal needs. Intexcharity will become an important life support organization. Each institution can start its own aid 
organization over intexcharity.

It will be transferred to the intexcharity pool by taking a commission attached to the support for intexcharity from those 
who are organizing aid by using our platform. The whole process will be available on the public intexcharity website.

Information about who will be given the Intexcharity bracelets will be obtained from the official institutions of the 
countries and reputable trusted charities. The needy that are monitored daily by our volunteers will be reached through 
social layers. Anyone who wishes can become an Intexcharity volunteer by registering the workspace free of charge on 
the portal. In this way, both the community will grow and contribute to the management of the whole process. Charity 
activities and organizations are broadcast on media and press media, with attention to intexcharity and intexcoin. 
Contribution will be made to the development of our community and to the increase in value of the use of intexcoin and 
to the development of trade.

Depending on the meetings carried out with the UN, international support to the ecosystem and, most importantly, 
sustainability and trust will be provided in pilot countries and locations by working with the UN.
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How to use Intexcharity wristbands:

These are special wristbands with NFC features and a unique identification number distributed on the Intexcharity Direct 
Donation platform. These bracelets are activated automatically when given to a needy. Some of the donation collected from 
the Intecharity Direct Donation platform is transferred to the active wristband at the end of the day. The intexcoin collected on 
the bracelets can only be used for shopping. Intexcoin transfer cannot be made with the wristbands.

Donations can be accumulated up to a maximum value in the wristbands. The value of intexcoins transferred to the bracelets 
will be determined by the countries and regions where the bracelets will be used. In this determination, the amount required 
for daily need will be determined by the information obtained from local regions.

When the amount transferred to the bracelet reaches its maximum value, the donations transferred to that bracelet will be 
stopped. Donations continue to be transferred to the bracelet the next day when all or part of the intexcoin on the bracelet is 
used. The amount to be transferred is the part spent daily depending on the upper limit determined.

Some of the transaction fee that occurs when you spend with the bracelet is transferred to the Intexcharity Donation Platform 
again. This cycle continues as the wristbands continue to be used, thereby contributing to the donation platform.

At the same time as this method and processing mechanism we have developed, we can also form a basis for world 
citizenship salary proposals spoken by many famous people these days and a permanent solution can be reached.

Exchanges made with wristbands and wristbands can be followed instantly through the intexcharity platform. In a transparent 
structure, all transactions can be monitored instantly from our web pages. In a possible abuse, it can be reported to 
intexcharity support teams through the merchant in which it was used. In this way, the wristband that is being abused can be 
blocked and decommissioned. These methods will be replicated when the process starts.
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• Blockchain technology and AI-powered security.

• Planning, monitoring and reporting of the whole 
process.

•  It is transparent, all donations can be monitored 
instantly,

• Creation, distribution and tracking of donation wallets 
(wristbands). 

• On the platform, individuals and NGOs can start a 
donation campaign.

• Integration with institutions such as the UN, Unicef 
and NGOs.

Trade Based Sustainable Endless 
Donation Cycle
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INTEXCHARITY VOLUNTEERS

An approved person can be an Intexcharity 
volunteer. All our investors, traders, partners 
etc. We can touch the lives of many people by 
increasing the goodness. Since we plan to continue 
our activities without creating a cost unlike most 
of the other aid institutions, the collected aid 
will be delivered to those in need through our 
volunteers without any interruption. They will only 
give intexcharity bracelets to designated people, 
and this will be once for every needy. This will also 
support social psychology, as it will not create social 

and honorary pressure in need. Thanks to our volunteers, we will provide a rapid spread all over the world and we will 
prepare the ground for the subsequent processes to proceed spontaneously. The identity information of our volunteers 
will be shared upon the request of the official institutions of the region where they work. This sharing is for both their 
safety and their contribution to their ability to work more comfortably.

Intexcharity activity and interaction reports;

All activities and processes on intexcharity and the amount of aid can be monitored instantly from our worldwide open 
portlets. With the addition of artificial intelligence systems, processes will be made as independent as possible and 
possible abuses will be prevented. In this way, we will collect useful data such as country, location, amount of aid, trade 
areas where aid is used, and the variety of needs, as much as the law permits, and provide useful analysis. Thus, the 
diversity of needs and the status of regional trade will be a product that can be given to governments and institutions 
that want it within ethical and legal rules as an important data. It will be offered especially to the use of the academic 
environment at no cost. If deemed necessary, the data will be shared in exchange for help to intexcharity.

In all this process, intexcharity plays a revolutionary role. When this platform, which is open to advanced architecture 
such as blockchain and artificial intelligence, starts to work, the world will no longer be the same. Aid organizations will 
either evolve or collaborate against this platform, which is transparent, traceable and secure with blockchain. No charity 
will be indifferent to this platform.

We will change the name of the aid all over the world. Now the aid will be referred to as “LIFE SUPPORT” and transformed. 
Using this problem-solving platform for homeless people in the first place will become a useful necessity for all charities. 
In this way, while maintaining the prestige of the money that goes to help, we will also increase the value and trade of 
intexcoin and ensure a rapid and sustainable growth. Every project in our ecosystem will make a great contribution to 
each other and help make our world a more livable place.
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REVENUE MODEL
INTEXGLOBAL’S REVENUE MODEL AND SUSTAINABILITY

Intexglobal is a technology company. It earns income from the projects it does. Some of the rental revenues, advertising 
revenues and commission fees arising from the use of the service we provide with Intexplace, and some of the 
commission fees to be obtained with Intexpay constitute the revenues of our company. Depending on the listing of 
intexcoin on the stock exchanges, and then on IEO, a large portion of the Intexcoins in our stock will provide capital 
support as needed. The company aims to produce new products and services, to make new collaborations and to profit 
from all these activities with its existing experience and technical capacity. Intexglobal will retain some of its earnings as 
capital for all cost and future goals of the company. The remaining part of these earnings will be transferred to the areas 
needed through Intexcharity, at an increasing rate depending on its continuity and profitability. All of these activities are 
designed in a transparent and traceable structure.

New projects are on the way:

In order to support and develop the ecosystem, our projects for various fields such as games and tourism are ready. 
We plan to achieve the jobs we have in the first place, and then to start new projects that are even more powerful. 
Progressing step by step, we will expand the intexchain ecosystem with new collaborations in the areas we target. While 
these activities will earn profits to our investors, we will also offer solutions to many social wounds, especially homeless 
people, through intexcharity.

Revenue Model

Pre-Sale

ICO/STO Sales

Stock Intexcoin

Commission
Donation: %2

Advertising Revenue
Inside the application

Subscriptions
15$ per month
120 $ per year

Commission (10%)
Donation: 7% 
Revenue: 3%

Advertising Revenue
Inside the platform

intexplace

Subscriptions
Based on institution

Sponsorship
Sponsorship support
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OUR COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE  AND STRENGTH

We are very strong in terms of competition, as we have identified a lot of problems from cryptocurrencies to charity 
activities and we have built an ecosystem for solution. The entire ecosystem is mobile as a symbiotic life network, with 
many areas both inside and outside. In this way, we are working towards cooperation and solution together rather than a 
competitive struggle.

INTEXCHAIN is an ecosystem that envisages cooperation in almost every field. We are a tool in which cryptocurrencies 
outside of us, as well as state-owned funds, as well as all charities can be integrated and used with us. We specifically 
designed this structure in this way. We wanted to be an ecosystem that could include and cover all rather than a 
competition with the existing. This is an approach that will continuously expand our cooperation and capabilities.

We will be able to make intexcoin one of the most important currencies of the future and the Intexchain ecosystem as 
one of the largest communities by enlarging the benefit and opening it to everyone.

As a solution and answer to our criticism about cryptocurrencies not acting like a currency, we have designed intexcoin as 
a tool of trade from the first day. We made it available both in our e-commerce portal intexplace and in shopping at our 
acceptance points. Thousands of products were bought and sold. We made intexcoin a real money in a closed ecosystem 
and spread to 97 countries in this process. In many countries, we were able to create users and commercial spots. Our 
work continues increasingly.

Simulation on the effect of the 
ecosystem by annual use

Circulating Intexcoin

Intexcoin Value

Total Value

Commission Rate

Donations from the Commissions

Total Annual Per Homeless

Number of Homeless People 
Receiving Annual Donation

1 Billion Units

50 cent

500 million $

% 2

25 Million $

8*365=2920 $

8561 
Person

2 Billion Units

1.5 $

3 Billion $

% 2

60 Million $

8*365=2920 $

20.548 
Person

7 Billion Units

5 $

35 Billion $

% 2

700 Million $

8*365=2920 $

239.726 
Person

18 Billion Units

10 $

180 Billion $

% 2

3.6 Billion $

8*365=2920 $

1.232.876 
Person

1th Year 2nd Year 3rd Year 4th Year
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OUR PARTNERS
We will implement the principle agreements we have made with our partners in the coming days. Our current partners 
and future partnerships will expand the capabilities and impact of our Intexchain ecosystem. Partnerships were one of 
the most important tools to combine the experience of our partners in different sectors from many countries and the 
power of their communities, and bring them to useful and successful solutions for the parties. We have always been 
open to collaborations that will contribute positively to our brand value and awareness. In this way, we will increase our 
influence on social areas and support the valuation and use of intexcoin.

Cryptocurrency exchanges we currently listed on
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INTEXCOIN TOKENOMY

Intexcoin Distrubition

By using the distribution of Intexcoin tokens whose 
details are given below, a finance model was created 
for the development of our company from today to 
the future. The success of this financial modeling 
we do depends partially on our IEO and listing 
performance. The financial strength to be gained, as 
we have developed all our projects for a long time 
and have completed most of them, will support new 
team members, corporate identity and expansion in 
continents and countries. In addition, there will be 
financial support for the introduction and start of our 
new projects that we plan.

Revenues of the works we will do in our areas of 
expertise and financial supports that may consist of new 
partnerships and possible project partnerships are not 
included in this calculation.

Token name: INTEXCOIN 
Symbol: INTX 
Digit Value: 9  
Digit name: MINTEX 
PROTOCOL: ERC20 /ETHEREUM 
Total Produced: 600.000.000 INTX

IEO  - 200 million INTX 

Company Assets  - 170 million INTX 

Intexcharity Wallet  - 70 million INTX 

Investors  - 50 million INTX 

Advertising Marketing  - 40 million INTX 

Team and Consultants  - 20 million INTX 

Institutionalization  - 50 million INTX 

Smart contract 
0x7533D63A2558965472398Ef473908e1320520AE2
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ROADMAP
In the past 5 years since January 2016, we have implemented many activities with our sites and our token we use for 
testing. With these new collaborations, we have created our acceptance points in nearly 100 countries and reach new 
investors by ensuring the growth of our community. 

Now we are getting ready to open all this infrastructure to the world with IEO and listing process.

We have a very long way to walk and a lot of work to do together.

2016, JANUARY - ESTABLISHMENT. INTEXGLOBAL WAS FOUNDED.

2016, JUNE - INTEXPLACE. INTEXPLACE PLATFORM STARTED WORKING.

2016, JULY - NORDIC DRINKS. WE BROKE NEW GROUND IN THE WORLD WITH OUR COOPERATION WITH NORDIC DRINKS 
AND NAYAX COMPANIES THAT PRODUCE COFFEE VENDING MACHINES.

2016 SECOND QUARTER - PROMOTION AND INVESTOR MEETINGS WERE HELD IN MANY CITIES AT HOME AND ABROAD.

2017, JULY - OUR FIRST OFFICIAL OFFICE IN PAKISTAN IS OPENED IN ISLAMABAD.

2018 FIRST QUARTER - INTEXPAY AND INTEXCHARITY PROJECTS STARTED TO WORK.

2019 1ST AND 2ND QUARTER - MANY PARTNERSHIP AGREEMENTS HAVE BEEN MADE SUCH AS ORACLE AND GENERAL 
BYTES.

2019 3RD AND 4TH QUARTER. - NEW PROMOTION MEETINGS WERE CONTINUED BY THE DEVELOPMENT OF ALL THE 
STRUCTURE.

2020 QUARTER 1. - NEGOTIATIONS STARTED WITH STOCK EXCHANGES FOR IEO AND LISTING.

2020 QUARTER 2. - IEO AND LISTING. EXPANSION OF THE COMMUNITY AND INCREASING THE NUMBER OF ACCEPTANCE 
POINTS.

2020 QUARTER 3. - CREATION OF THE APPLICATION AND RFID BRACELETS FOR PAYMENT TOOLS AND AID SYSTEM AND 
CHOOSING THE REQUIRED PILOT REGIONAL STUDIES AND OTHER REQUIRED STUDIES FOR THE APPLICATION OF PROJECTS 
FOR THE HOMELESS WITH THE SUPPORT OF OUR AID VOLUNTEERS AND ACCEPTANCE POINTS.

2020, FOURTH QUARTER. INTEXCHARITY DIRECT CONTRIBUTION ACTIVITIES WILL BE LAUNCHED AND NEW PARTNERSHIPS 
WILL CONTRIBUTE TO GROWTH.

2021 QUARTER 1. - EXTENDING THE SCOPE OF INTEXCHARITY AS A PORTAL BY PROCESSING THE DATA COMING FROM THE 
FIELD INTO MEANINGFUL REPORTS.
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2021 2ND QUARTER. - COOPERATION WITH BIG AID INSTITUTIONS AND GIVING THE OBTAINED DATA IN RETURN FOR 
SUPPORT TO THE DESIRED STATE AND INSTITUTIONS. IN ADDITION, FREE ACCESS OF ACADEMIC CIRCLES TO THIS DATA.

2021 3RD QUARTER. - TO ENSURE THAT INSTITUTIONALIZATION AND GLOBAL ACTIVITIES BECOME AN IMPORTANT CENTER IN 
ITS FIELD.

2021 4TH QUARTER. - LAUNCHING NEW PROJECTS AND REALIZING ALL DEVELOPMENTS FOR THE ECOSYSTEM TO FUNCTION 
AUTOMATICALLY.

2022, 2023, 2024, 2025. - WE AIM TO MAINTAIN OUR PERMANENCE IN THE SECTOR BY DEVELOPING ACTIVE WORKS FOR 
CONTINUOUS GROWTH.
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OUR TEAM

Erdoan Köse
Intexcoin CEO / Founder

Business Development and Finance

Technical

Media

Partner&Advisor

Ersin Köse
Financial Advisor

Reşit Galip
Software Engineer 

Yıldırım Gülsever
Markaevi Media Executive

Murat Akpınar
Business Development

Kerem Ozan Han
Business Development

Ömer Cıkısır
Electrical Engineer

Nurhan Demirel
Co Funder at LOCARD

Jan Erik Finne
Founder at Nordic Drinks AS

Bircan Köycü
Business Manager

Ertan Çetin
UI/UX Designer

Makbule Batur
Markaevi Media Owner
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Sources and References:

¹ — Dünya Bağış Endeksi — CAF World Giving Index / Ekim 2017 — www.cafonline.org/docs/default-source/about-us-
publications/cafworldgivingindex2017_2167a_web_210917.pdf?sfvrsn=ed1dac40_10

² — Avrupa’da Hayırseverliğe Genel Bakış — Observatoire de la Fondation de France/CERPhi / Nisan 2015 “An overview of 
philanthropy in Europe” — http://efc.issuelab.org/resource/an-overview-of-philanthropy-in-europe.html

³⁻⁵ — Türkiye Üçüncü Sektör Vakfı — TÜSEV / Eylül 2016 “Türkiye’de Bireysel Bağışçılık ve Hayırseverlik” — https://www.tusev.
org.tr/usrfiles/files/turkiyede_bireysel_bagiscilik_ve_hayirseverlik.pdf

⁴⁻⁶ — “Avrupa’da Hayırseverliğe Bakış” araştırması 10 ülkede yapılmıştır. Bu 10 ülke Avrupa’nın %78’ini temsil etmektedir. 
(Eurostat) — Belçika — Fransa — Almanya — İtalya — Hollanda — Polonya — İspanya — İsveç — İsviçre — Birleşik Krallık

⁷ — T.C. Vakıflar Genel Müdürlüğü / 2015

Dünyadaki yoksulları koronavirüsten ve ekonomik etkilerinden nasıl koruyabiliriz?

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/a-covid-19-response-for-the-world-s-poor

BİRLEŞMİŞ MİLLETLER, Türkiye Sürdürülebilir Kalkınma Amaçları çalışmalarımız

https://turkey.un.org/tr/sdgs

https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/haberleri/evsiz-insanlar

https://www.ibb.istanbul/News/Detail/33689
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